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Welcome to the Mariager Fjord

PANORAMA-Route
The uniqueness of this walking trail is the location
by the Fjord and the amazing lookout points it
provides.
The trail passes through continuously changing
landscapes from beach meadows, open grasslands
and creek valleys to Juniper thickets and small
forests surprising the visitor with fantastic views.
The 10 kilometers long hiking route begins at
Hobro Marina and is accessible for most people.
Along the way, you will find benches ideal for a pit
stop to enjoy the view and the scenery.
The hike takes about 3 hours to complete, and is
a combination of paths, grass tracks and gravel
roads.
About half way, a couple of restaurants are a great
excuse for a rest. Restaurant Bramslev Bakker is
right on the trail and has a panorama deck overlooking the Fjord.

The other is Hotel & Restaurant Bramslevgaard at
the end of a valley, 500 m from the trail. This is an
excellent opportunity for dining in beautiful surroundings after a nice hike.
On the way back to Hobro, you can walk along the
inlet, Mariager Fjord – a beautiful route as well.
The walking trail is well marked with signs and
poles with white markings providing direction, but
you will also be able to find information about the
walking trail at the parking lot at the marina and in
Bramslev Bakker.
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Trail Information:

Length: 10 km
Land: Denmark
Region: North Jutland
Town: Hobro
Experience Points optained: 75 points
Narrow trails: 61 %
Trail surface: 74 % natural path, 19 % gravel road
and 7 % asphalt
Starting point: At the Hobro yacht club
Public transport: From the Hobro train station
there is a 2 km walk to the starting point.
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